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Article:

The Great American Eclipse: What it means to the world
By John Ray Cabrera

overhead.
For the Americans, it will be a celestially
imposed national moment of silence, a
reprieve for reflection. It will be worth
ruminating, its fleeting beauty and the
temporal outlines of radiance. that connects
all American fervor into appreciating this
spectacle of cosmos.

Eclipse is maybe the only astronomical event that
sparks giggles among common people in us. The
visual spectacle, not only is it being overly,
commercially hyped by social media now, but is
one rarity one can witness in his lifetime.

The Solar Eclipse is expected to stir
American creative juices, as it will spur
astronomy-related commerce within the
area, an extension of what could have been
just a lodging and hotel business rise.

Two months from now, the land of America will
witness what is coined as a Great American
Eclipse, as it slices exclusively though the entire
American continent.
Gazing up a tracing arc poses a certain degree of
relief form the hustle and bustle of the American
lives. To them, this intermission, where everyone
collectively raises their head up in the sky is a
wondrous moment of communing with nature,
symbolizing that regardless of race, the cosmos
is universal.
The eclipse will start at a Pacific Ocean by dawn,
will then be visible at Oregon in the morning, and
will cross a slew of states from Idaho to South
Carolina, and will complete at Charlston.
Eclipse, as there had been a few of them in the
astronomical industry, will have a significant
observation time anywhere in the North America.
The sun will reduce to sliver, the ground will be
carpeted by crescent cast, as it passes

For the rest of the world, not only is it
something worth anticipating should the next
event happens in the respective horizon, it is
also a moment worth emulating. It is a
moment where an opportunity should be
savored and grabbed, and a time when
astronomy as a science was unwittingly
celebrated.

T-shirts, jackets, caps, souvenirs and other
wearable item are some of the expected
event trinkets that are slated to flourish.
The next American Solar Eclipse will be on
July of 2019, mostly casting the South
American part. Next to that will be in Africa
by December 20202.
The Great American Eclipse and its context
of exclusivity is indeed an epitome that the
United States is grabbing back its glory.
To the expectant astronomer, clear skies. To
the American people, this is a moment to be
one, To the rest of the world, God bless
America.

All images featured in the article are derived from ebayimg.com.

Article:

Why Total Solar Solar Eclipse is Rare
by John Ray CAbrera
Rarity is relative. But a definite so if we are talking about Total Solar Eclipses.
First, how does an eclipse occur. For starter, it does so when the moon passes in front of the Sun
from the observer’s vantage point. Since the moon took about a month to complete its orbit to the
Earth, it is theorized that solar eclipses will happen once a month too. However, that is not entirely
the case.
For one, month’s orbit is largely hinge by gravity unto the Earth’s equator. This being said means
that, most of the time, as the moon eclipses the Sun, the shadow it cast fell either above or below.
It’s only when the moon passes the Sun at an exact spot in its orbit that cast us.
Second, the Sun’s size is about 400 times the size of the moon, as it is 400 times farther away,
making it tremendously accurate, at a right spot and timing, for the moon to cross itself at the right
trajectory with the Sun. But since the moon’s orbit is not in perfect circle, the odds would be higher,
meaning the moon’s distance from Earth ranges from a low of about 220,000 miles (354,000 km) to a high
of about 250,000 miles (402,000 km). If the moon is father away, it becomes smaller, thus not entirely
covering the Sun.
Third, we know from the fact that the Earth is composed mostly of water, at about 70%, so technically only
30% of the total solar eclipse will be observable. Add to the factor would be the weather condition, on
whether it is cloudy, or partly, or not visible at all especially during rainy season. But for those who are really
yearning to catch a glimpse, and has the perfect health to do so, here are the dates.

All images featured in the article are owned by the
Astronomical League of the Philippines.
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and proceeded to ALP member Per
Edman's residence to celebrate his 50th
birthday with him.
The next GAM event will be held on April 8,
2017 for GAM Moon and Jupiter Watch at
SM Mall of Asia By the Bay from 7:00pm10:00pm. See you there !

Last April 1, Astronomical League of the
Philippines held its first of the 4 events
planned for Global Astronomy Month this
April. The April 1 event is Global Star Party
and this is staged simultaneously with other
astro-organizations around the world to
promote astronomy awareness. Members who
were present were ALP President James
Kevin Ty and son Kendrick Cole KC Ty,
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu, wife Karren
and daughter Frances Lu, ALP directors Peter
Benedict Tubalinal, Justine Garcia and Iah
Serna, Chris Benedict Solis, Robert Gascon
and Marlon Cartel.
James brought along his Canon EF100400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L lens mounted on
Celestron Nexstar mount, Christopher with his
Celestron Powerseeker 80mm f.11 refractor
on EQ2 mount, Peter with his 114mm f/9
Newtonian reflector on EQ1 mount.
The event started at around 7:30pm but
clouds were relentless that evening so they
were only able to show some people good
views of the Waxing Crescent Moon and
bright stars Aldebaran and Sirius. Around 100
people get to view through the telescopes.
They concluded the event at around 9:30pm
All images featured in the article are owned by the Astronomical League of the Philippines.
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Last April
8, Astronomical
League of the
Philippines (ALP)
conducted a free
public viewing at SM
Mall of Asia by the Bay
last April 8, 2017 in
celebration of Global
Astronomy Month's
Moon and Jupiter
Watch wherein the
public were able to get
great views of the
Waxing Gibbous Moon
as well as planet Jupiter and its 4 Jovian moons through various telescopes brought along by
ALPers. Members who were present were ALP President James Kevin Ty, Secretary Christopher
Louie Lu, wife Karren and daughter Frances Lu; ALP directors Peter Benedict Tubalinal, Ronald
Sison and Per Edman.
James brought along his Canon EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L lens mounted on Celestron Nexstar
mount ; Christopher with his Celestron Powerseeker 80mm f.11 refractor on EQ2 mount ; Per with
his Orion XT6 Dobsonian reflector while Ronald brought along his Celestron Nexstar 8 SLT SCT.
The event started at around 7:00pm with virtually clear sky the whole night! The queue was endless
as even at the time of wrapping up the event at 10:00pm, people keep pouring in so they decided to
extend another 30 minutes more before they ended the event at around 10:45pm. More than 1000
people got to get good views of the Moon and Jupiter. Despite the fact they were undermanned and
underscoped, this didn't stop ALPers from making this event one of the biggest crowd in ALP
history!
The next GAM event will be held on April 23, 2017 (Sunday) for GAM SUNDay free solar viewing
event at SM Mall of Asia By the Bay from 3:00pm-6:00pm. See you there !

All images featured in the article are owned by the Astronomical League of the Philippines.
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Astronomical League of the Philippines
celebrated Global Astronomy Week SUNDay
Free Solar Viewing Event at SM By the Bay
Central Park last April 23, 2017 from 3:006:00pm. 6 solar telescopes were set up to let
the public get a chance to view our closest
star, the Sun through white light and
Hydrogen Alpha scopes. Members who were
present are ALP President James Kevin Ty
and son Kendrick Cole KC Ty; Secretary
Christopher Louie Lu, Auditor Edgar Ang,
PRO Edge Lat, director Peter Benedict
Tubalinal , Per Edman, Mark Ian Singson and
guest Jennifer Gutierrez.
James brought along his Canon EF100400mm f/4.5-5 6 IS L lens with Daystar Quark
Chromosphere Ha Filter on Nexstar mount;
Christopher with his Celestron Powerseeker
80mm f/11 refractor on CG2 mount; Edgar
with his Celestron Nexstar 90 refractor ; Per
with his 6" Orion XT6 Dobsonian reflector;
Mark with his 60mm f5 refractor on sturdy
tripod; Jennifer with her Lunt 60 Ha scope on

EQ4 mount. More than 500 people had a
great time viewing our Sun which features
AR2651 and 2653 Sunspot Groups as well as
a beautiful eruptive prominence and huge
wide dark filament visible in the NE limb
The event ended at around 6:00pm with
traditional group photos to conclude the event.

All images featured in the article are owned
by the Astronomical League of the
Philippines.
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Last April 29th, members of Astronomical
League of the Philippines went to Caliraya ,
Laguna to have their stargazing session there.
Members who were present were ALP
President James Kevin Ty and son Kendrick
Cole KC Ty, Auditor Edgar Ang, PRO Edge
Lat, directors Peter Benedict Tubalinal and Iah
Serna, Per Edman, Manuel Goseco, Adi
Bontuyan, guests ALP co-founder Alice VillaReal and her friends.
The weather was uncooperative the whole
session but this didn't douse cold water on
their spirits as they use the time to casually
observe planet Jupiter through Per's Orion
6"f/8 reflector on Orion AZ-EQ6 mount as well
as drone flying, kite flying and astro chats on
each interest and astro equipment chats.
ALPer Adi Bontuyan also was able to get
some great aerial photos of our Caliraya Astro
Camp SIte! Gorgeous and great perspective
as well!
Down today but fight another day! See you all
again in next month stargazing session!

All images featured in the article are owned by the
Astronomical League of the Philippines.
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the rest of the session are clear. There are 2
sunspot groups namely AR2662 and 2663
Sunspot Groups, visible on the solar disk
while in Ha wavelength, one can see 2 large
eruptive prominences at 5 and 10 o'clock
position as well as a faint long dark filament
near the center of the Sun. More than 600700+ people got to get a great view of our
nearest star, the Sun, through white light
and hydrogen-alpha wavelength.
The session ended at around 6:00pm with a
traditional group shot to conclude the said
event.
Last June 18th, Astronomical League of the
Philippines celebrated International SUNDay
Free Solar Viewing Event at SM Mall of Asia
By The Bay from 2:30pm-6:00pm. Members
who attended were ALP President James
Kevin Ty and son Kendrick Cole KC Ty,
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu, Auditor
Edgar Ang and PRO Edge Lat, directors
Justine Garcia, Ronald Sison, Peter Benedict
Tubalinal members Arnel Campos, Adi
Bontuyan, Mark Ian SIngson, Robert Gascon
and Fung Yu.
Event started at around 2:45pm with ALPers
setting up their solar equipped telescopes.
James brought along his Daystar Quark
Chromosphere Ha Filter on Canon EF100400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L lens mounted on
Celestron Nexstar Mount, Christopher with his
Celestron Powerseeker 80mm f/11 refractor
on EQ-2 mount, Peter with his Coronado PSTHa on sturdy tripod, Ronald with his Celestron
C90 Maksutov on sturdy tripod, Mark with his
Celestron C90 Maksutov on sturdy tripod,
Arnel with his NatGeo solar 76mm f/5
Newtonian reflector on altazimuth mount.
The sky that after was fair with only a few
minutes of solar obscuration by clouds while

All images featured in the article are owned
by the Astronomical League of the
Philippines.

How to View the 2017 Solar Eclipse Safely
A solar eclipse occurs when the Moon blocks any part of the Sun. On Monday, August 21, 2017, a solar eclipse will be
visible (weather permitting) across all of North America. The whole continent will experience a partial eclipse lasting 2 to
3 hours. Halfway through the event, anyone within a roughly 70-mile-wide path from Oregon to South Carolina
(https://go.nasa.gov/2pC0lhe) will experience a brief total eclipse, when the Moon completely blocks the Sun’s bright
face for up to 2 minutes 40 seconds, turning day into night and making visible the otherwise hidden solar corona — the
Sun’s outer atmosphere — one of nature’s most awesome sights. Bright stars and planets will become visible as well.

Looking directly at the Sun is unsafe except during the brief total phase of a solar eclipse (“totality”), when the Moon
entirely blocks the Sun’s bright face, which will happen only within the narrow path of totality.
The only safe way to look directly at the uneclipsed or partially eclipsed Sun is through
special-purpose solar filters, such as “eclipse glasses” (example shown at left) or hand-held
solar viewers. Homemade filters or ordinary sunglasses, even very dark ones, are not safe
for looking at the Sun. To date four manufacturers have certified that their eclipse glasses
and handheld solar viewers meet the ISO 12312-2 international standard for such
products: Rainbow Symphony, American Paper Optics, Thousand Oaks Optical, and TSE 17.
•

Always inspect your solar filter before use; if scratched or damaged, discard it. Read and follow any instructions
printed on or packaged with the filter. Always supervise children using solar filters.

•

Stand still and cover your eyes with your eclipse glasses or solar viewer before looking up at the bright Sun. After
glancing at the Sun, turn away and remove your filter — do not remove it while looking at the Sun.

•

Do not look at the uneclipsed or partially eclipsed Sun through an unfiltered camera, telescope, binoculars, or other
optical device. Similarly, do not look at the Sun through a camera, a telescope, binoculars, or any other optical
device while using your eclipse glasses or hand-held solar viewer — the concentrated solar rays will damage the
filter and enter your eye(s), causing serious injury. Seek expert advice
from an astronomer before using a solar filter with a camera, a telescope,
binoculars, or any other optical device.

•

If you are within the path of totality (https://go.nasa.gov/2pC0lhe),
remove your solar filter only when the Moon completely covers the Sun’s
bright face and it suddenly gets quite dark. Experience totality, then, as
soon as the bright Sun begins to reappear, replace your solar viewer to
glance at the remaining partial phases.

An alternative method for safe viewing of the partially eclipsed Sun is pinhole projection. For example, cross the
outstretched, slightly open fingers of one hand over the outstretched, slightly open fingers of the other. With your back
to the Sun, look at your hands’ shadow on the ground. The little spaces between your fingers will project a grid of small
images on the ground, showing the Sun as a crescent during the partial phases of the eclipse.
A solar eclipse is one of nature’s grandest spectacles. By following these simple rules, you can safely enjoy the view and
be rewarded with memories to last a lifetime. More information:

eclipse.aas.org

eclipse2017.nasa.gov

This document does not constitute medical advice. Readers with questions should contact a qualified eye-care professional.
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